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How do you know when you're face to face with a fringe-leaf ruellia? Is that particular flower button

gayfeather or dotted gayfeather? And what about the pod clinging to your pants-could it have come

from a pointed-leaf tick-trefoil? For anyone venturing out into the wilds of Kansas and contiguous

states, identifying plants just got a whole lot easier. This is the first book on Kansas wildflowers or

weeds to appear in 25 years. It supersedes earlier guides not only in the number of species it

includesâ€”plus its coverage of grassesâ€”but also in its spectacular, true-to-life color photos.

Michael Haddock has assembled a guide to 264 wildflowers along with 59 grasses, sedges, and

rushes. These comprise many of the state's most common and conspicuous speciesâ€”as well as

some seldom encountered or listed in field guidesâ€”and include many that are found throughout the

Great Plains. Wildflowers are arranged first by dominant color groups for quick identification, then by

family within each color category so that the user can compare a species with similarly colored

flowers. Each entry for flower or grass includes a complete profile for any given plant: scientific

name, family, common name(s), flowering period, height, distribution and habitat, life span, basic

morphological characteristics, and notes on historical food and medicinal uses where applicable.

The book also features "finding aids" that allow one to narrow a specimen to a smaller number of

possible matches-sometimes more quickly than by comparing it to the photos. These lists were

created with the non-specialist in mind and are based on basic vegetative and floral features that

are usually easy to determine. Perfect for backpack or glove compartment, Wildflowers and Grasses

of Kansas offers a wealth of quick-access information graced with color that leaps off the page,

making plant identification a joy rather than a chore. It's a book guaranteed to send even chronic

homebodies out into the Great Outdoors in search of these elusive blooms.
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â€œA must-have field guide for botanists, prairie enthusiasts, and anyone interested in the natural

history of Kansas and the Great Plains. Haddockâ€™s splendid photographs, non-technical

descriptions, and finding lists ensure you wonâ€™t want this handy reference far from

reach.â€•â€”Craig C. Freeman, coauthor of Roadside Wildflowers of the Southern Great Plains

â€œThe most in-depth and colorful guide yet available for Kansas wildflowers. Itâ€™s not only a

handy guide to traveling the stateâ€™s byways and special wild places, but also champions the

surprising diversity found in the region.â€•â€”Kelly Kindscher, author of Edible Wild Plants of the

Prairie â€œHaddockâ€™s stunning photos reveal both the beauty of Kansas plants and the details

of the key traits for identification.â€•â€”David C. Hartnett, director of the Konza Prairie Biological

Station

"A must-have field guide for botanists, prairie enthusiasts, and anyone interested in the natural

history of Kansas and the Great Plains. Haddock's splendid photographs, non-technical

descriptions, and finding lists ensure you won't want this handy reference far from reach."-Craig C.

Freeman, coauthor of Roadside Wildflowers of the Southern Great Plains "The most in-depth and

colorful guide yet available for Kansas wildflowers. It's not only a handy guide to traveling the state's

byways and special wild places, but also champions the surprising diversity found in the

region."-Kelly Kindscher, author of Edible Wild Plants of the Prairie "Haddock's stunning photos

reveal both the beauty of Kansas plants and the details of the key traits for identification."-David C.

Hartnett, director of the Konza Prairie Biological Station

There are some natives I believe missing from this book. I just spent the weekend at a local lake

exploring, there were several plants samples I brought home for seed, that are not in this book. It

could be that they are not "Kansas" natives? But I believe natives are in certain territories....not

states?

Love this book! If you want to know more about what so many people call weeds, and are traveling

in the midwest, it's for you. Pictures are good, explanations clear.



Really nice glossy full color photos of all the plants. Especially useful if the plant your identifying is in

bloom.

I purchased this book since I am new to Kansas and have been photographing all the wonderful

wildflowers that I see every day. This book will go with me when I travel around Kansas to be used

as a reference guide. The pictures in the book are nice and clear and I find I refer to it numerous

times while out on a photography excursion. I am also learning a lot about Kansas!

I love this book. My kids and I use it quite often to identify plants in our yard or where ever we may

be. It's easy to look stuff up. You can search by flower color which makes it really easy to use. The

pictures are beautiful also.

great book was exactly what it said it was worth the price and enjoyed by family so much I bought

another one

Hmmmm if you don't live in Kansas or you don't have access to Kansas plants I don't see how this

book would be helpful. LOL But if you do.... it is an awesome book. I needed it for my Systematic

Botany Class over the summer and it was o so helpful! Happy Kansas plant hunting!

Great for learning local flowers and grasses.
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